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NI Schools

BBC Radio Ulster MW 1341 Khz ages 4-5 years

Join the Hurley-Burley Man, Chris Ward, as he arrives each week in his Hurley-

Burley van!

Ten radio programmes for P1, Reception, Nursery, Playgroups, Crèches, Day Care and children 

listening at home.  Through a mixture of local stories, songs, poems and rhymes, and using 

familiar speech and language, early skills and concepts for future use in literacy and numeracy are 

introduced.

Programmes

Programme Title Broadcast Date

1. Babies 14 September

2. Bernard’s Buttons 21 September

3. Just One 28 September

4. Food 5 October

5. Losing Things 12 October

6. Transport 19 October

7. Water 2 November

8. Molly’s Letters 9 November

9. Bones at the Pet Show 16 November

10. The Rickety-Rackety Train 23 November

*Please note no broadcast 26 October*

Content

Story based, with associated rhymes, poems, songs and music.  Each programme invites the 

children to respond to direct questions, to join in the actions or the words of the songs, to predict 

outcomes, and to share in the enjoyment of a good story enhanced with sound effects.

Context of Stories

• imaginative world

• everyday world

• traditional/local  (CH & EMU)
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BBC Radio Ulster MW 1341 Khz ages 4-5 years

Progress in Learning

• Personal, Social and Emotional Development

• Language Development

• Early Maths

• Early Science/Technology

• Awareness of the Environment

• Creative Development (including music)

• Physical Development

NB  Activities and topics linked to the above can be found at the end of each programme.

Using the Programmes

You will fi nd suggestions for preparation and follow-up activities listed under each individual 

programme together with an outline of the content and details of the stories and songs.

It is no way expected that any particular class will fi nd all of the follow-up activities appropriate.  It has 

been borne in mind that at age 4-5 the range of abilities and experiences of the young listeners will 

be widely different, and only the teacher can gauge at what level to pitch the activities resulting from 

their listening experience.

Tape recording

Some groups will be listening to the broadcast ‘live’ and if so it would be an advantage to tape 

programmes so that they can be heard again – either for enjoyment or to clarify or discuss a point.  

The songs are attractive and the children may well want to learn them or hear them again.

Try to ensure as good quality tape or radio reproduction as possible – the children will become 

restless if it is diffi cult to hear or the volume is incorrect.

Before the programme

Choose a comfortable listening environment – preferably sitting on the fl oor around the radio or tape 

recorder.  Particularly if the children are new to this experience, it is worth taking the time to settle 

them down before the broadcast and to focus their attention by talking about the previous programme 

or about something they might be going to hear today.

During the programme

Be prepared to switch off or pause the tape if necessary to discuss a point, but generally it is a good 

idea to listen to the whole programme right through fi rst so as not to interrupt the fl ow of ideas.  It 

can then be replayed in sections if desired.  Your response is crucial – be ready to encourage them 

to join in and to respond.  Your own enthusiasm will make a big difference to the children’s level of 

response.
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Feedback

We will be pleased to receive material from children after the programmes and to hear comments 

from teachers/minders.  Please send material to the Producer, Hurley-Burley 4, BBC Education Unit, 

Ormeau Avenue, Belfast BT2 8HQ.

A series provided by the BBC at the request of the Educational Broadcasting Council for Northern 

Ireland

Further Information available from:

BBC Learning

Tel: 02890 338437/338453

e.mail: education.ni@bbc.co.uk

website: www.bbc.co.uk/ni/schools
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Programme 1 - Babies 14 September

The Hurley-Burley Man introduces himself and his van, and encourages the listeners to respond and 

to join in.

A story, poems and song all about babies.

Before the Programme

Provide some pictures of babies – or bring in a selection of babies’ equipment.  Introduce the children 

to the idea of listening to a tape or radio.  Do they have story tapes at home?  Do they ever listen 

to the radio?  Suggest that they will be listening to someone whom they can’t see – can they ‘see a 

picture’ in their heads of what the Hurley-Burley man looks like when they hear him?  How about the 

Hurley-Burley van?

Story Rhyme

   (repeated each week)

   Clap your hands, one, two, three,

   Place them down upon your knee,

   Nod your head once and twice,

   Stay as quiet as little mice.

Poems
   

   When Susie Eats Custard

   When Susie eats custard,

   It splashes everywhere –

   Down her bib, up her nose,

   All over her high chair.

   She pokes it with her fi ngers,

   She spreads it on her hair,

   When Susie eats custard.

   She gets it everywhere.            

       (John Foster)

   

   My Baby Sister

   My baby sister’s

   Really swell,

   I love her smile

   But not her smell.

      (Bruce Lansky)
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Programme 1 Babies

Story   

   Baby Bear’s Game       by Isobel Gamble

One day, Baby Bear arrives in the Bear household.  Big Bear loved Baby Bear.  And Mama Bear 

loved Baby Bear very, very much.  But Little Bear hated Baby Bear……
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Song
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Verse 2  They do things in their nappies

   Sometimes they have a pain

   They suck their dinner off a spoon

   And spit it out again.

Verse 3  They wriggle in their pushchairs

   They wake up in the night

   And babies love a cuddle…but

   You mustn’t squeeze too tight.

Chorus  Babies, babies, babies make you laugh

   And make you smile

   And when they are fast asleep 

   It’s peaceful for a while.
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Follow-up Activities

• Make a prop box of items that babies need e.g. bottle, babygro, talc, nappy, plastic cups etc.  

These items will provide endless opportunities for discussion.

They can also be used to enhance play situations in the house corner or as items for Kim’s 

and other memory games.

• Organise a ‘feely’ box with items from family members e.g. babies dummy, Little Bears book, 

Mummy Bears lipstick etc.  The children then not only have to decide what the object is by 

touching it, but also to decide who it belongs to.

• Help the children to draw round their feet.  Look at lengths, shapes, sizes etc.  Perhaps have 

a baby’s footprint and one of your own to compare.  Then look at paw prints and animal 

tracks in books.  Do they look the same?

• Why Do I Need My Body Game….Draw round a child and label parts of the body. If you wish 

you could make a jointed model using paper fasteners.  Do the children know where the ears 

should be?  What are they used for?

• Explore what hands can do to squeeze, roll and fl atten playdough.  Have a range of objects 

on hand to make patterns and tracks in the dough.

• Provide a series of musical instruments so that children can fi nd a sound for Daddy Bear, 

Baby Bear and so on.  (Or better still discuss and let the children plan and make their own.)

• Gather together a selection of books about Bears… from reference and factual books to 

some of the wide range of fi ctional books e.g. Peace at Last by Jill Murphy.  Use these to 

enhance the theme and provide talking points.

• Go on a Bear Hunt in the garden or organise a Teddy Bears Picnic and have fun making the 

marmalade or honey sandwiches.

• Play ‘If You Laugh You’re Out’ Game, as in the story.

        

          (Judith McVeigh)

1 Babies
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Programme 1 Babies

Programme 1

Babies

Moving like a bear, e.g. 
crawling quietly, 
tumbling, jumping, 
washing paws etc. Use of imagination 

Role play 
Responding to questions 
New Vocabulary

Physical Development

Personal, Social and 
Emotional Development

Language and Literacy

Early Maths Creative and Aesthetic 
Development

Early Science and 
Technology

Knowledge and 
understanding of the 

world

Relationships
Trust
Co-operation
Emotions

Comparisons of size e.g. 
Dad, Mum, Child, Baby
Taking turns
Counting Comparisons

Growth
How our bodies work
What do bears like to 
eat?

Routines
Understanding family 
roles
Where do bears live?

Looking at animal tracks
Fur materials and texture 
comparisons
3D models of homes
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Programme 2 - Bernard’s Buttons

Programme Content

A programme about some things most children will have experience of – or have diffi culty with 

– fastenings of all sorts, buttons, zips, Velcro and buckles.

Before the Programme

Have a look at the variety of fastenings the children are wearing on clothes or shoes, and don’t forget 

to include hair fastenings as well.

Poems
   Cross and Under

   Cross and under,

   Up and through,

   Tying laces

   Makes me stew!

   Down and over,

   Loop and tie,

   Fastening laces

   Makes me cry!

   I make a bow

   All by myself

   And then it just

   Unwinds itself.

   I hate laces!

   If I could choose,

   I’d not have laces

   On my shoes!

      (Ann Burnett)

21 September
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   Zip

   Zip!

   I love the sound,

   Zip!

   As I do up my trousers,

   Zip!

   I fasten my jacket,

   And

   Zip!

   I dash out to play.   

      (Ann Burnett)

   Fasteners

   What will I wear in my hair today?

   Pink or silver or blue?

   A scrunchy to tie my hair back

   Or a clip for a special hairdo?

   A furry green slide

   Or a sparkly crown,

   Ribbons and bobbles,

   Or a red and blue crown?

   What will I wear in my hair today?

   Yellow or gold or red?

   Will I put up my hair in bunches

   That stick out from my head?

   A big purple bow

   Or a gold headband,

   A glittery clasp

   As big as my hand.

   What will I wear in my hair today?

   I wish I could just decide.

   I think today I’ll leave it loose

   And go and play outside.

      (Ann Burnett)
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Story                             

 Bernard’s Buttons           by  Martin Waddell

“I’ll help you to button your buttons.  Try the top button fi rst,” Max told Bernard. 

Bernard buttoned the top button…but he buttoned it in the wrong buttonhole.

“That doesn’t look right to me,” Max told Bernard.

And Bernard unbuttoned his button…….

Songs

2 Bernard’s Buttons

Verse 2  Splashing through the puddles,

   In the rain, rain, rain.

   Splashing through the puddles,

   And splashing home again.
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Follow-up Activities

• Ask all your friends and relations for their spare buttons.  Put a variety into a tin.  These can 

be used for sorting into shape, size and colour categories.  Ask the children to fi nd the button 

that might have come off the Queen’s dress or the wizard’s cloak…this really stimulates their 

imaginations.

• Have an interest table with clothes and shoes that have all sorts of fasteners…zips, buttons, 

hooks and eyes, laces, Velcro, press studs etc.  Let the children have fun problem solving and 

practicing techniques.  You might even want to make a book of fasteners for the children to play 

with.

• Think of other fasteners e.g. keys.  A container holding a variety of different sized padlocks and 

keys will provide a source of interest as the children try and match them up. 

• Organise a hairdressers corner with lots of scrunchies, slides and clips.  Even children with short 

hair enjoy putting diamante hairbands on.

• Look at different clothes for different weathers.  Is there a difference in materials or the way they 

are fastened etc. in relation to their function.

• Encourage the children to help each other get dressed, put on their coats, aprons etc.  Talk about 

how we recognise other people by the clothes they wear.

                                                                                    (Judith McVeigh)

2 Bernard’s Buttons
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Programme

Programme 2
Bernard's 
Buttons

Manipulative skills 
Brushing and combing.

Responding to questioning
Understanding new 
vocabulary e.g. open, close
Talking about clothes

Physical Development

Personal, Social and 
Emotional Development

Language and Literacy

Early Maths Creative and Aesthetic 
Development

Early Science and 
Technology

Knowledge and 
understanding of the 

world

Dressing and 
undressing self
Experiencing success
Helping others

Comparisons of sizes, 
shapes, Problem solving
Colour matching
Sequencing

How fasteners work e.g. 
zips, buttons, Velcro etc
Materials
Waterproofing

Choosing the right 
clothes for 
occasions/weather
Looking at hairstyles

Sounds of fasteners e.g. 
zips, Velcro, poppers etc
Collage using buttons

2 Bernard’s Buttons
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Programme

Programme Content

A programme to encourage simple counting and number skills. 

Before the Programme

Play some simple counting games e.g. This Little Piggy.  How many ears, eyes, noses, fi ngers do 

they have.  (How many noses are there in the whole class?)

Poems
    Berry Picking

     

    Strawberries, strawberries,

    Yum, yum, yummy!

    One for the pail

    And

    One for the tummy!

    One to save

    And one to taste

    Lots to pick

    And 

    None to waste!

       (Bobbie Katz)

    Strawberry Pie

    Pick a strawberry

    Pop a strawberry

    On your tongue:

    Squeeze it hard

    And taste the juice…

    Pick another one.

    One for the basket,

    Two for the mouth,

    Three for supper,

    Four for tea:

    Five for the dish,

    Then open wide!

    Here’s the plumpest

    And that’s for me!

       (Judith Nicholls)

(hold up the right number of fi ngers) 

3 - Just One 28 September
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Story
   Just One        by Sam McBratney

The Country Mouse sat down beside Digger and the pile of blackberries.  “I’m in charge of all these,” 

said Digger.

“They look lovely,” said the mouse.  “Do you think I could have some?”

“Well, don’t eat too many,” said Digger.  “Just a few…. 

Song

Verse 2.  Four little monkeys bouncing on the bed,

   One fell off and bumped his head,

   Mum phoned the doctor and the doctor said,

   “No more monkey business bouncing on the bed.”

Verse 3  Three little monkeys bouncing on the bed…..

Verse 4  Two little monkeys bouncing on the bed…..

Verse 5  One little monkeys bouncing on the bed…..

3 Just One
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Programme 3 Just One

Follow-up Activities

• Provide a variety of fruits for the children to explore.  For hygiene’s sake make sure that they are 

separated into a group for squashing, weighting, holding etc., and a group for tasting. Talk about 

their colour, weight, whether they grow on a tree or a hedge.  Do they grow in Northern Ireland?  

Can you make juice out of them?

• You might even go on to explain that years ago some juice was used as makeup, material dyes 

etc.

• Make a cocktail by mixing a selection of fruit juices and adding small bits of chopped up fruit.  Can 

the children identify what fruits have been used?

• Put a fruit bowl on the drawing table and see if the children attempt their fi rst ‘still life’ picture.

• Make a simple bar chart to see which is the class favourite fruit?  Just put a picture of each fruit 

along the bottom of the page and ask the children to put a mark/tick/block/photo or similar against 

their favourite.  The winning fruit will be clear for all to see.

• Make fruit shapes with playdough.  The children can go on to ‘bake’ and paint the dough so that 

they can then have a fruit shop.

• Look at raw foods. Are raw vegetables as nice as raw fruit?  Are raw things hard or soft?  What 

happens if they are cooked?    

• Put a pile of bricks or counters on the table to represent Digger’s pile of blackberries – decide 

how many is appropriate in advance.  If the number of children playing each take one ‘blackberry’ 

– how many are left?  If they each take two?

        (Judith McVeigh)
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Programme 3
Just One

Using senses 
Feeding self,
Moving like animals e.g. 
hopping, scurrying, 
waddling

Vocabulary of size e.g. 
biggest, smallest, just a 
few, too many etc
Repetition

Physical Development

Personal, Social and 
Emotional Development

Language and Literacy

Early Maths Creative and Aesthetic 
Development

Early Science and 
Technology

Knowledge and 
understanding of the 

world

Sharing
Co-operating

Counting
Comparisons
Capacity
1-1 correspondence

Choosing containers
Weight
Hedgerows and the fruits 
they produce

Countryside v Town
Tasting food
Animal habitats

Listening to animal noises 
on tape
Use of materials to make 
containers
Fruit print
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Programme 4 - Food 5 October

Programme Content

A programme combining two topics – food and litter.

Before the Programme

Have a look at the contents of the children’s lunch or snack boxes.  How much waste paper or 

packaging will there be when they have fi nished, and where does it go?

Poems
    Three Cheers for Chips!

    Chips are great!

    Chips are ace!

    Chips put a smile on everyone’s face.

    Ice cream’s yummy,

    Chocolate’s nice,

    But chips are tops

    At any price!

       (Patricia Leighton)

    Spaghetti! Spaghetti!

    Spaghetti! Spaghetti!

    You’re wonderful stuff,

    I love you spaghetti,

    I can’t get enough,

    You’re covered with sauce

    And you’re sprinkled with cheese,

    Spaghetti! Spaghetti!

    Oh, give me some please.

    Spaghetti! Spaghetti!

    Piled high in a mound,

    You wiggle, you wriggle,

    You squiggle around.

    There’s slurpy spaghetti

    All over my plate.

    Spaghetti! Spaghetti!

    I think you are great.

    

       (Jack Prelutsky)
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Cabbage

    Sometimes Grandma gives me things

    I do not like to eat,

    Cabbage leaves with soggy strings

    And slimy luncheon meat.

    I push them round and round the plate

    And when she isn’t looking

    I stuff into my Wellingtons

    The worst of Grandma’s cooking.

       (Jean Willis)

Story
      What Have You Got for Break?                   By Sheila Quigley

Jenny’s school was just around the corner from her house in Cushendun, and she could go by herself 

because she didn’t have to cross any roads. But she did pass by Mrs McKay’s sweetie shop and she 

had 25p to spend…..
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Song
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Verse 2   I like to eat bananas

    I really like the taste

    The thing about bananas is…

    There’s very little waste.

    Bananas they come ready-wrapped

    In lovely yellow skin

    And when I eat bananas…well

    The skin goes in the bin.

Chorus   Can you take off the wrapper? 

    Can you peel off the skin?

    Munch it up, then scrunch it up, and

    Put it in the bin.

       (Chris Ward)

Follow-up Activities

• Provide a notepad and pencil in the house corner so that children can ‘write’ shopping lists.  

Cookery books can give great inspiration to play.

• Collect a variety of packaging from everyday food items e.g. sugar/fl our bags, salt containers, 

washing powder boxes etc. and put them in the dry sand with spoons of different shapes and 

sizes for the children to fi ll.

• Compare ‘good’ foods and ‘bad’ foods.  Provide two baskets and ask the children to make 

informed choices using a selection of packaging from well known products e.g. can labels, cereal 

boxes etc.

• Introduce money in the shop area.  Even if the children are too young to understand values they 

still enjoy handling cash.  You might even have everything in the shop being 1p.  The children can 

then count the objects and relate 1-1 with money.

• Freezing things.  Children enjoy experiments.  Why not freeze a balloon full of water overnight 

and bring it in to the water tray.  Keep watching and see what happens to it over the course of the 

morning.  There are loads of opportunities for language development.

• Look at things to keep food safe…tin foil, cling fi lm, plastic containers etc.  Bring along a variety of 

food and have a guessing game with the children by getting them to suggest what food should be 

wrapped in.

• Organise a cookery session.  Pizza is always a success and the children will have fun kneading, 

chopping and grating.  You might even make a pictorial cookery card system so that the children 

can follow a process and see what happens next.

                                                                            (Judith McVeigh)
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Programme 4
Food

Foods to make us grow
Feeling hungry
Cutting, slicing, stirring etc

Vocabulary of describing 
words eg great, ace, 
yummy, cool, yukky
Talking about favourite 
things to eat

Physical Development

Personal, Social and 
Emotional Development

Language and Literacy

Early Maths Creative and Aesthetic 
Development

Early Science and 
Technology

Knowledge and 
understanding of the 

world

Sharing
Understanding emotions
Likes and dislikes

Understanding values of 
money
Looking at coins, notes, 
credit cards etc
Counting

Healthy eating
Freezing and melting
Wrapping thing up for
protection

Recycling rubbish
Caring for the 
environment

Making sandwiches
Food tasting

4 Food
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Programme 5 - Losing Things 12 October

Programme Content

All about losing things – and strategies for fi nding them again!

Before the Programme

Pretend to ‘lose’ a couple of items nearby just before you settle down to listen to the tape or 

broadcast – see if the children can fi nd where you have put them.

Poems
    Have You Seen?

    Mum! 

    Have you seen my pencil!

    Have you seen it anywhere?

    I put it in my pocket

    And now it isn’t there.

    What will I do?

    Mum!

Have you seen my lollipop?

    Have you seen it anywhere?

    I put it in my pocket

    And now it isn’t there.

    What will I do?

    Mum!

    Have you seen my toy car?

    Have you seen it anywhere?

    I put it in my pocket

    And now it isn’t there.

    What will I do?

    Try the other pocket.

    Oh.  Yes.  Here they are!

       (Ann Burnett)
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    Mary Lost Her Coat

    Mary lost her coat,

    Mary lost her hat,

    Mary lost her fi fty pence,

    Now what do you think of that?

    Mary found her coat,

    Mary found her hat,

    Mary found her fi fty pence,

    Now what do you think of that?

          (anon)

Story
    No Red Shoes                by Janice Johnston

“Katie, where are your red shoes?” Katie looked puzzled.  They were kept in the hall cupboard just 

below her jacket and beside her bag.  Where could her red shoes be?

They both searched the living room.  Nancy peered behind the couch, then tipped it up so Katie could 

look underneath.  She found a blue crayon and her little torch but no red shoes…

5 Losing Things
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Verse 2   If you lose something and you do not

    Know where it could be

    I’ll come and help you search for it

    We’ll look and look you see.

    It might be where you left if, or

    It might be up a tree

    But mummy says it’s probably

    Beneath our old settee.

Chorus If you’ve lost if you will fi nd it in the place it was before.

    If you’ve lost it you will fi nd it in the place it was before.

5 Losing Things

Songs
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Follow-up Activities

• Organise an interest table where objects have their own box.  This can be done by colour co-

ordinating, labelling or simply looking at size.  Put all the objects into a basket and let the children 

choose which box belongs to which object.

• Have a treasure hunt.  This can be done in a small scale in the sand tray where the children dig 

for buried ‘treasure’ or on a large scale in the garden where you can hide things and give children 

clues.  (Older children could have written clues or maps to follow).

• Make tidying-up time a game, the children really enjoy helping.

• Encourage children to draw or paint things that go together e.g. a car and a garage, a bird and a 

nest, a doll and a pram etc.  In this way they are making connections.

• Use jigsaws and table top activities to get the children to sequence and think through a process 

from beginning to end.

• Collect together a variety of objects that make light e.g. candles, torches, oil lamps etc.  Display 

and discuss the uses of each with the children.

• Try to organise a system where the children are responsible for their own belongings etc.  

Perhaps this could be an area of the classroom or perhaps an individual pigeon hole where the 

children can leave their own things to take home.

     

        (Judith McVeigh)

Programme 5
Losing Things

Folding 
Tidying
Manipulative skills

Listening to instruction
Imaginative play
Memory games
Repetition

Physical Development

Personal, Social and 
Emotional Development

Language and Literacy

Early Maths Creative and Aesthetic 
Development

Early Science and 
Technology

Knowledge and 
understanding of the 

world

Being responsible for 
possessions
Helping others

Counting
Sorting  
Matching
Pairing

Light and Dark
Using Torches
How do batteries work
Electricity

Where things stay in 
the room
Routines
 

Hide and seek games
Dressing up
2/3D models
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Programme 6 - Transport 19 October

Programme Content

About vehicles of all sorts, and different means of transport.

Before the Programme

Collect as many different types of toy vehicles as you have available and keep them in a box for 

discussion of their usage, before or after the programme.

Poems
    Aeroplanes, Aeroplanes

    Aeroplanes, aeroplanes, look where they fl y,

    Aeroplanes, aeroplanes high in the sky.

    Their engines are noisy, they make a loud hum.

    Now I’m a plane.  Look out! Here I come!

       (Barbara Ireson)

    Wheels

 

    My red bike has two big wheels,

    My dad’s car has got four.

    But lorries, buses, trains and planes

    All have a whole lot more!

    Wheels are made of rubber and steel,

    They roll across the ground.

    And whether there are two or more,

    They all go round and round.

       (Judith McVeigh)

Story

    Tom’s Street   by Judith McVeigh

Tom was very excited. He was going on holiday to Spain with his mum.  His suitcase was packed and 

was sitting at the front door.  

“Hurry up Mum!” he said impatiently

“I won’t be long,” said Mum.  “Why don’t you look out of the window and see if Uncle Jimmy is 

coming.  He said he would give us a lift to the airport at Aldergrove…
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Song

Verse 2   My van is bright, bright yellow

    I’m the Hurley-Burley Man

    The fl ashers fl ash, with a fl ash, fl ash, fl ash

    The horn goes toot, with a toot, toot, toot

    In the Hurley-Burley Van.

NB           Add a new line each time, and then repeat the others in reverse order

Verse 3   My van is bright, bright yellow

    I’m the Hurley-Burley Man

    The wipers wipe, with a wipe, wipe wipe

    The fl ashers fl ash, with a fl ash, fl ash, fl ash

    The horn goes toot, with a toot, toot, toot

    In the Hurley-Burley Van.

Verse 4   My van is bright, bright yellow

    I’m the Hurley-Burley Man

    The engine brrms, with a brrm, brrm, brrm

    The wipers wipe, with a wipe, wipe wipe

    The fl ashers fl ash, with a fl ash, fl ash, fl ash

    The horn goes toot, with a toot, toot, toot

    In the Hurley-Burley Van.

       ( Chris Ward )
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Follow-up Activities

• Help the children to make a wall display of a road or town scene.  They can draw/paint vehicles 

and make 3D houses from scrap materials.  The fi nished frieze will provide many opportunities for 

stories and discussion about roles and travel.

• Think about People Who Help Us at home/ at school/ to keep us safe etc.  Provide role play 

opportunities for the children to re-enact situations and defi ne roles.

• Invite people from the community to come in to speak to the children and tell them about the 

things they do for us.

• Use taped sounds to allow the children to guess what means of transport is making the noise.  

There are quite a range of commercial products on the market at very reasonable prices.

• Count wheels.  Does a car have more wheels than a lorry or as many as a motorbike?  Let the 

children look through books and magazines.  Maybe a local tyre fi tter will give you an old tyre to 

inspect at fi rst hand.

• Ask the children ‘how may wheels’ did you come to school on this morning?

• Draw or paint the Hurley-Burley Van.

• Provide a ramp of wood at the garage play. Which car goes fastest down the ramp?  Two ramps 

mean the children can have races and predict the outcome.

• Let the children sit on the fl oor in a circle and play the Ball Rolling game.  Children have to roll the 

ball across to their friend.  This encourages problem solving such as turn taking, understanding 

how the ball has to be aimed and how hard it has to be pushed.

       (Judith McVeigh)
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Programme 7 - Water 2 November

Programme Content

Lots of water, from rain and rainbows, to puddles and baths.

Before the Programme

Talk about the day’s weather.  Did it infl uence what the children are wearing today?

Poems
    Splash!  Went a Rainbow

    Splash! went a raindrop

    And fell upon my mac.

    Splash! went another one

    And ran down my back.

    ‘You are very rude,” I said

    And looked up to the sky.

    And another little raindrop

    Fell splash! into my eye.

      (trad)

    All Wet

    Tommy had a water gun.

    He squirted it at Jimmy,

    At Jamey, George and Jennifer,

    And Katie, Kim and Timmy.

    He squirted Sally on the nose.

    He squirted Molly on the toes.

    He laughed and thought it

    Lots of fun

    Till – 

    Sammy got him with the hose.

      (Tony Johnston)
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    Water Everywhere

    There’s water on the ceiling,

    And water on the wall.

    There’s water in the bedroom,

    And water in the hall.

    There’s water on the landing,

    And water on the stair,

    Whenever Daddy takes a bath,

    There’s water everywhere.

      (Valerie Bloom)

Story
    The Water Baby                     by Sheila Quigley

“Daddy, will you take me to the pond in Ward Park to feed the ducks?  Will you please, please, 

please?”

“Oh Jack, give my head peace. Sure it’s pouring,” said Dad.

But Jack coaxed and begged and at last his daddy gave in…

Song
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Verse 2   Wet warm water in my bath,

    In my bath, in my bath

    Wet warm water in my bath

    Splishety, splashety splosh

Verse 3   Boats are bobbing…..

Verse 4   Waves are swooshing….

Verse 5   Swim swim swimming….

Follow-up Activities

• Provide opportunities for lots of water play.  Not only is this very therapeutic it encourages a host 

of scientifi c experiments.  Don’t forget to use clear hose (off home brew kits), shower heads, 

bottles with holes in, funnels and jugs to build up waterfalls.  Colour the water so that children can 

see the direction and properties of water more clearly.

• Be brave enough to let the children wash your car.  Prepare for lots of bubbles, wet children and 

very smiley faces.

• Listen to a range of classical music in which the children can differentiate rain showers, thunder, 

storms and sunny days.  Use a variety of musical instruments to imitate the sounds of water.

• Talk about safety near water. Encourage children to go with their families to the swimming pool 

where they will not only learn to swim, but also how to behave around water.

• Get the children to think of all the water words they know… e.g. sounds like splish, splosh and 

trickle.  Write these words on to cloud shaped card and suspend over the water tray to add 

interest.  Older children will soon be able to ‘look and say’.

• Look at waterproofi ng…umbrellas, wellingtons etc.  An interest table could be arranged with 

objects or experiments can be done to see which shoes/clothes would be most appropriate for the 

rain.

• Let the children really experiment with water colours.  Wet the page and then sprinkle on powder 

paint…watch it scatter.  Blow it around with a straw and then allow to dry.

        (Judith McVeigh)
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Programme 8 - Molly’s Letters 9 November

Programme Content

Letters, and what happens to them after they are posted in the letterbox.

Before the Programme

Ask someone known to all the children (a lollipop person, or caretaker?) to write them a letter, or 

a greetings card – or writ one yourself.  Seal it an envelope, addressed to everyone and let them 

anticipate and guess what might be in it before the programme.

Poems

    Letters

    I like getting letters,

    I like the rat-tat-tat.

    I like the way the envelopes

    Tumble on the mat.

    There’s sure to be some excitement.

    Open it quick and see

    Whose is that funny writing…

    It is addressed to ME?

      (Jean Kenward)

    Today’s My Birthday

    Today’s my birthday,

    Now I’m four.

    I’m one year older

    Than I was before.

    I measured myself

    Against a wall

    And I’m over a hundred 

    Centimetres tall –

    Much taller than

    I used to be,

    When I was small

    And only three.
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    Today’s my birthday.

    Now I’m four.

    I’m older and bigger

    Than I was before.

      (John Foster)

Story

    Molly’s Letters                   by Janice Johnston

There were lots of letters today.  Molly gathered them up and carried them to Dad in the kitchen.

He put his teacup down.  “Well, what do we have today?….

….”Are you sure there’s not a letter for me?”  Molly peered at his bundle.

“I’m sure, sweetie, unless you want to pay the gas bill?”…

Song
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Verse 2   Molly O’Connor’s one year older,

    Molly O’Connor’s one year older,

    Molly O’Connor’s one year older

    Than she was last night.

Verse 3   Here’s a card for one year older

    Here’s a card for one year older

    Here’s a card for one year older

    Than you were last night.

    Happy Birthday to you!

    Happy Birthday to you!

    Happy Birthday, Happy Birthday,

    Happy Birthday to you!

     

Follow-up Activities

• Talk about the postman and his routines.  Does he have a van?  What clothes does he/she wear?  

Does he bring parcels as well?  Draw pictures of him/her and make a wall frieze.

• Organise a post offi ce in the classroom with parcels to wrap, sellotape, scales to weigh, old used 

envelopes of different shapes and sizes, leafl ets to peruse, forms to fi ll in and best of all, stampers 

and stamp pads.

• Play a game of posting letters using a box painted red and with different shaped ‘mouths’ cut into 

the side.  Old envelopes can be used and would have the same shapes drawn on them.  These 

should then be posted in the corresponding space.

• Read the Jolly Postman or Other Peoples Letters by Janet and Allen Ahlberg.  Discuss and then 

provide cards, pens, envelopes etc., so that the children can make their own cards and invitations.

• Make a birthday card for Molly.  Would you like to go to her party?  What would you buy for her?  

What do you think you would get to eat?

• Deliver bean-bag post into high and low targets.

• What is your name and address?  Molly knew hers.  Why not get the children to fi nd out where 

they live and then actually send themselves a letter to that address.  They could draw a picture, 

seal the envelope, put a stamp on it and post it.  It might be an expensive experiment but it will be 

a fi rst and most meaningful letter to the child.

       (Judith McVeigh)
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Programme 9 - Bones At The Pet Show 16 November

Programme Content

A mischievous dog’s appearance at a pet show, and an opportunity to discuss pets.

Before the Programme

Talking about pets is always a popular topic, and might encourage the shyer child to join in a 

discussion about animals at home.

Poems

    Cats

    One cat, two cats, three cats, four

    Four cats scratching

    At my gran’s back door.

    Five cats, six cats, seven cats, eight

    Eight cats scratching

    At my grandma’s gate.

    Eight cats, seven cats, six cats, fi ve,

    Five cats scratching

    At the old bee-hive.

    Four cats, three cats, two cats, one,

    One cat napping

    In the noon-day sun.

       (John Kitching)

    Puppy

    Here is our puppy, a black and white romper,

    A buster, a bouncer, a champion jumper;

    A racer, a chaser, who never stops saying,

    It’s great being a puppy, it’s all barking and playing.

       (Jack Ousbey)
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    I Want...

    Richard owns a rabbit

    Chloe’s got a cat,

    Tricia’s got a terrapin,

    But me?

    I want a rat!

    Barry loves his budgie,

    Donna walks her dog,

    Parma rides his pony,

    But me?

    I want a frog.

    Harry holds his hamster,

    Pauline’s pigeons coo,

    Gerry feeds his gerbil,

    But me?

    I want a zoo!

     (Wes Magee)

Story
    Bones at the Pet Show                        by Sam McBratney

Hi. My name is Bones..  I’m a dog.  I live with Mr and Mrs Jones.  I went to a pet show in Crumlin on 

Saturday.  Have you been to a pet show?  Dogs can win a prize if they look nice.

I had a bath before we went to the pet show.  I didn’t like it.  The soap got in my eyes.

“Good dog,” said Mrs Jones.  “They might think you’re the best dog and give you a prize.”

NB  It may be necessary with some younger children to explain that the story is ‘told’ by a dog.
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Song

Verse 2   There’s a rabbit in the house,

     In the house.

     There’s a rabbit in the house,

     In the house.

     There’s a rabbit in the house,

     Are you sure it’s not a mouse?

     There’s a rabbit in the house,

     In the house.

Verse 3   There’s a budgie in the hall,

     In the hall.

     There’s a budgie in the hall,

     In the hall.

     There’s a budgie in the hall,

     Just listen to it call,

     There’s a budgie in the hall,

     In the hall.
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Verse 4   There’s a kitten on my bed,

     On my bed.

     There’s a kitten on my bed,

     On my bed.

     There’s a kitten on my bed,

     And she’s purring by my head.

     There’s a kitten on my bed,

     On my bed.

Follow-up Activities

• Organise a Pet Shop.  A selection of soft toys, feeding bowls, leads etc., and a bit of imagination 

is all that is needed.  Local pet shops are a good source for wall charts and posters to decorate or 

the children themselves could draw pictures of animals.

• Talk about the vet.  Perhaps a local vet would come into talk to the children about how we should 

look after our pets.  Compare his/her job with the Doctor.  

• If at all possible get a kind parent to bring in their dog to be bathed.  This is best done outside but 

is very exciting for children who have no pets at home...and the best bit of course, is when the dog 

shakes at the end.

• Think about the noises animals make.  Get the children to close their eyes and listen.  Then make 

an animal noise.  The child who can guess what animal it is should be allowed to be the next 

‘noise’ maker.

• Get three plastic cups and show the children a small plastic animal as you hide it under one of the 

cups. Then play ‘fi nd the animal’ by moving the cups around in front of the children.  The ones who 

have been concentrating will know exactly where it is.  Be prepared to do this again and again.

• Use junk art and boxes to make ‘homes’ for a selection of toy pets.  These can all be displayed 

together for effect and the children can admire their handiwork.  Maybe they could all be given 

rosettes from the Pet Show?

• Mount pictures of animals on card and then provide a few sorting trays.  The children lift up each 

card and classify e.g. bird/animal, fur/feather, tame/fi erce etc.  There are endless possibilities and 

skill levels.

         (Judith McVeigh)
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Programme 10 - The Rickety-Rackety Train 23 November

Programme Content

A programme all about rhythm and ‘keeping in time’ based on the story of an old train.

Before the Programme

Play some clapping games - or clap at various speeds and ask the children to keep in time with you.  

Talk about a journey on a train - have all the children been on one?

Rhyme
    When I Beat Upon My Drum

    When I beat upon my drum

    The music always seems to come

    dum, dum,....dum, dum, dum

    When I beat upon my drum.

    When I tap upon my chair

    The music’s nearly always there

    tap, tap,....tap, tap, tap

    When I tap upon my chair.

    When I knock upon your door

    The music comes around once more

    knock, knock,....knock, knock, knock

    When I knock upon your door

    Pat your knees along with me

    We’ll make music, don’t you see

    pat, pat, ....pat, pat, pat

    Pat your knees along with me.

       (Chris Ward)

(Say the rhyme again and let the children join in beating the rhythm in different ways.  Make up 

further verses of your own.)

Story

    The Rickety Rackety Train   By Chris Ward

“The only  old train we’ve got  running does a journey every Saturday morning,” said Mr Whistler, the 

stationmaster.

“It goes from Belfast to Ballymacsplinter, then over to Hill-on-the-hilly, and all the way back again.  It’s 

very noisy.  We call it the Rickety Rackety train.”...
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Song
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Follow-up Activities

• Collect some pictures to illustrate the difference between old trains and the latest technology. What 

made the old train go?  What made the steam and all that noise?

• Make some noise machines.  Collect some identical containers (small lemonade bottles or similar) 

and put into each one something that will make a noise when shaken e.g. rice, lentils, cotton wool, 

buttons, sand then seal the end.  Get the children to talk about the sounds and even suggest their 

choice of fi llings.

• Ask the children to listen carefully to a piece of music and respond physically to it.  Does it move 

slowly  or quickly?  Does it sound like a giant or a fairy?  This story lends itself beautifully to 

movement....how does the old train move, creaking, puffi ng and chuffi ng.

• Clap out children’s names e.g. Ma-ry-Jones, Pat-rick Fer-gus-on.  The children soon get the hang 

of their own personal rhythm.  Talk about why the people in the story had such funny names.

• Talk about words that rhyme.  Children should be encouraged to think about words and sounds, 

rhythms and patterns and nonsense verse.  Give them every opportunity to think about what they 

are saying and make up rhyming words.

• If possible arrange a visit to a railway station to see trains in action - from behind a safe fence.

         

         (Judith McVeigh)
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